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We considcr a multi-class multi-mode variable demand nctwork equilibrium model where the mode 
choice model is given by aggregate hierarchical logit structw-es and the destination choice is specified 
as a multi-proportional entropy type trip djstribution model. Tbc t:ravcl time of transit vehicles depends 
on the travel time of other vehlcles using the road network. A variational inequality formulation 
captures all the model components in an integrated form. A solution algorithm, based on a Block 
Gauss-Seidcl decomposition approach coupled with the mcthod of successive averages results in an 
efficient algorithm which successively solves network equilibrium models with fixed demands and 
multi-dimensional trip distribution models. Numerica1 results obtainod with an implementation of the 
modcl with the EMME/2 software package are presented bascd on data originating from the city of 
Santiago, Chile. 

Key words: network equiübrium, variable demand, hierarchical logit structure, simultaneous 
equilibrium. 

l. J otroduction 

Over the past lwenty years, the models used in transportation planning for congested urban networks 
received a lot of attention from researchers and practitioners. One of the principal issues studied and 
debated is that of the consistency of the models used for predicting the demand for travel and the 
network models used to determine the 1evels of service. One seeks to ensure that the Jevels of service 
wbich are used to compute the demand would be reproduccd if that demand were used again to 
compute the levels of scrvice. The keywords that we find in Lhc Jiteralurc regarding these models are 
"integrated", "combined", "simultaneous''. "feedback" and "variable demand". The recent San 
Francisco Bay Area lawsuit (see Gattett and Wachs, 1996, p. 199) shows that the importance of this 
issue has social and political impacts. 

Tbe model presented in this paper is inspired from the work carricd out for the ESTRAUS project in 
Santiago, Chile (ESTRAUS, 1985-1998) and is a complex mulli-class multi-mode variable demand 
network equilibrium model with hierarchical structures which, until now, was not formulated in an 
integrated way as a variationaJ inequality formulation. This formulation permits the rigorous 
mathematical analysis ofthe model structure and the development of an efficient solution algorithm. 

'Th1s project is supported in part by Ministerio de Obras Públicas. 

Actm; del 1 X Congreso Chileno de lngenicrla de Transporte. Santiago, 18 al 22 de Octubre de 1999. 
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide a literature review 
of the related problems. In section 3, we introduce the notations and dcvelop the variational inequality 
formulation. Section 4 provides the analysis of the mathematical structure of the model by using the 
corresponding KKT conditions, and the solution algorithm is given in section 5. In section 6, we 
provide computational results, and sorne conclusions are presented in the last section. 

2. A Brief Literature Review 

The dcvelopment of network equilibrium models that may be formulated as optimization problems 
originates with the seminal contribution of Beckmann, Winsten and McGuire ( 1956). The introduction 
of variable demand network equilibrium models for one mode, where the destination choice is 
determined by entropy type distribution models, can be found in the contributions of Florian, Ferland 
and Nguyen ( 1975), and Evans (1976). 
This model, referred to as combined trip distribution and assignment models, was extended to two 
modes and mode choice by Florian and Nguyen (1978) when the travel times by two modes, say auto 
and transit, are not related. These models are convex cost multi-commodity network optimization 
models that may be solved by the linear approximation mcthod (Franke and Wolfe, 1956) or by the 
partial 1 i near approximation method first suggested by Evans ( 1976). Florian (1977) formu1ated a two
mode network equilibrium model where the transit travel times depend on the auto travel times, and the 
auto travel times account for the pressure oftbe transit vehicles which share the capacity ofthe roads. 

This model was recognized to be a special instance of a variational inequality formulation following 
the work of Smith ( 1979) and Dafermos (1980) for network equilibriurn models with asymmetric link 
cost functions. It was further analyzed by Fisk and N guyen ( 1982) and Florian and Spiess (1982) and 
sol ved by adaptation of the nonlinear Jacobi method. Sufficient conditions for the convergence of the 
algorithm wcre developed by Dafermos ( 1982) and Pang and Chan ( 1982). Friesz ( 1980) developed an 
optimization fom1ulation of the multiclass combined trip distribution, mode choice and assignment 
model whcre the travel costs depend on the mode chosen, and Fisk and Boyce (1983) developed a 
variational inequality formulation for this model where the travel costs are not mode interrelated and 
the mode choice is given by a multinomial logit function. In the attcmpt to introduce the trip generation 
model in an integrated model, Safwat and Magnanti (1988) developed an integrated model whlch has 
an equivalent convex cost optimization formulation, and Safwat, Nobil and Walton (1988) provide a 
calibration and computational experience with this model. 

Lam and Huang ( 1992) present a multiclass combined trip distribution mode choice on assignment 
model formulated as well as an equivalent convex cost optimization problem and solve it with the 
partial linearization method. The first formulation of a network equilibrium model with hlerarchical 
logit demand functions is tbat of Femandez et aJ. (1994) where the choice of stations for the "park-n
ride" mode is given by a lower nest of tbe demand function. The model is formulated as an equivalent 
convex cost optimization model and tbe solution method suggcsted is an adaptation ofthe partial linear 
approximation algoritlun. Oppenheim (1995) prescnts severa! versions of combined trip distribution 
mode choice and assignment models. The importance of properly stating and solving integrated 
network equilibrium models is stressed by Boyce (1998). A recent contribution is that of Abrahamsson 
and Lundqvist (1999) who developed a convex cost optimization model for the combined trip 
distribution, mode choice and assignment models witb hierarchical choices, where distribution may 
precede mode choice or vice versa. In their model, the transit travel times are independent of the auto 
travel times. 
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The modcl developed in this paper is motivated by the ESTRAUS model developed for the city of 
Santiago, Chile and described in various intemal tecbnical reports. In this model, the trip productions 
are given by class and purpose of travel. The mode choice model is an aggregated hierarchical logit 
function (Ortúzar and Willumsen (1996, p. 219). Tbere are tbirteen classes of travelers, three travel 
purposes and multiple modes of travel, wbich include walk, auto, multiple transit modes and combined 
modes ("park-n-ride"). The model components were calibrated by using survey data, and a 
computational procedure was used for its numerical solution without the statement of an integrated 
modcl. In this paper, we formulate the model as a variational inequality formuJation and show that tbe 
Karush-Kuhn-Tuckcr (KKT) conditions replicate all the model components. Then a solution algorithm 
bascd on a Block Gauss-Seidel decomposition of the model which is akin to the partial linear 
approximation method of Evans ( 1976) ls used to develop a solution algorithm. 

3. Model Formulation 

In order to present the model components and the variational inequality formulation, the following 
notation is used. Tbe ares of the road nen.vork are designated by a, a E A, where A is the set of ares. 
The scgments of the transit lines which compare the transit networks are designated b,b E B , where B is 
the set of segments of the transit network. a(b) designated that segment b of a transit lioe segment uses 
link a of the road network. The demand for travel by user class m, m E M , for pw-pose p, pe P, class 
n,n eN and mode m,m E M for the origin-destination pair(i,j), is denoted r;- wbere P, N, M are the 

sets of purposes, classes and modes. This demand may use paths R,~mm e R where R is the set of all 

routes R = ) Rf'm . It is aJso useful to identify M1 as the subset of modes which use prívate vehicles 
(I.}>.:JI. /11 

(auto, taxi), M2 as the subset oftransit related modes and M3 as the walk mode. 

A hierarchical logit structure for each purpose has three levels: the root, the groups and the modes. GP 
denotes a set of groups or nests of nodes for pw-pose p, and g denotes a set of modes in a group or 

nest. Thcsc are illustrated in Figure 1, where GP = {g,,g2 ,g3}, g 1 ={m,} , g 2 = {mJand 

g~ = {m~,m4 ,m5 } 

Figure l. Nested logit structure for purpose p. 
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The inclusion coefficients of each group are given asrjJ~' = { 
1

. iflgl = 
1

. all g,p. The production of ?; 1f otberw1se 

trips are specified by origin i , purpose p and class n as O/"' while the attractions of trips are specified 

by destination j and pw-pose p, D';. The travel demands Tj""" give rise to path flows h:111
", r e RC""' . 

The feasible Q region of the demands for travel and the path :flows is stated next, where dual variables, 
which will be used later in the analysis are indicated in brackets. 

II r.'lil~- opn v· 
11 - ; , t,p,n (af" ) (1) 

;.: .í 

III T/!"1! = D" v· IJ J . j.p (4)) (2) 
~ , 1 

¿r.pnm T/n~ -O v· ;¡ - il - , J,p,n,g (L~'g) (3) 
meg 

t/>"( Lh""lll Tpllm) o v· ¡.: r - it = , ;,p,n,meg (¡.¡t'"') (4) 
rERIJt 

h/'111
";;:: o, Vr,p,n,m (rf"111

) (5) 

T¡f"m > O, V( i, j), p, n, m (6) 

T.P"S: > 0 
u ' V(i,j),p,n,g (7) 

Equations (1) and (2) are the balance equations for productions and attractions. Equation (3) relates 
mode totals to group totals. Equation (4) is the correction of flow equations for path flows. Note that 
the multiplication by t/>~ is required for the analysis to íollow. Equations (5), (6) and (7) are the usual 

positive and nonegativity requirements on path flows and demands respectively. 

The presentation method that we have chosen is to state the variational inequality fonnulation .first and 
then to show that the KKT conditions recover the model components. The variational inequality 
fonnulation supposes that 13'"' is a calibrated parameter for all (p.n) and t/>: =(O,!) is the inclusion 

coefficient. 

Find (h *, T*) E Q which satisfies 

Irici 
(tj) g c;;U" meg 

(""""' "'"C"111"(h• T•)(h - h*))+""""' "'" 1 (T.'"""• / T pnx•)(T"""' -Tpnm•))+-
1
- JnT.f"'X*(Tfnx - Tfng*)] :2: 0 ¿'Y g r ' r r ¿'Y g n 11 1} IJ IJ 13"" !1 IJ 1; ' 

r mq 

V(h, T) e Q. 

(8) 
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It is worthwhile to note that (8) may be rewritten in the equivalent form: 

I [ I <I It/J:c:"R'(h·,r·)(h, - h:))+ It/J: ln(T:ltlm•)('f;t'"" - r,¡m"))+(/3~'- t/J: )ln rr~cr,rrx - r:~:")] ~ 
(11) ¡:ECi~ meg r me.~ 

V(h,T) EÜ. 

(9) 

This formulation looks similar to sorne mathematical structures of combined trip distribution mode 
choice and assignment models which have equivalent convex cost optimization formulations. See 
fernandcz et al. (1994) and Boyce (1998, pp. 81 ). Although the model presented here does not have an 
equivalent convex cost optimization fo1mulat ion, the variational inequality approach provides a 
powerful way to analyze the model structure. 

4. The analysis of the mathematical structure of the modcl 

In this section, we derive and analyze the KKT conditions ofthe variational inequality formulation (35) 
, which are given below . 

T png . 
1} • 

Tf'lllll. 
lj • 

-
1- ln Tf"R -a"" - J<P + lf"'K =O P"" IJ ' ., , IJ 

..11' ln(T"'w 1 T1w'J! )- L1"'K + ,¡p n f'IRI =O 
Y'J: '' !1 '' Y'x, r y 

h pnn•. ,¡,PCfWinl _ ,¡P pnm _ pnm = 0 
r · V' K r V' ¡:Jl 1¡ Y r 

Complememarity: hf"mr':'"" =o 
r':''"';;:: o and (1 )-(7). 

from ( 1 0), we ha ve 
' rfm¡: _ P'"(a(''+~:> -P""It;"' 
1 11 - (! (! 

From ( 11 ), we ha ve 

T f'/1111/ T I"'K _ ( l!;pi.~""' - Jifj' 
IJ ' il - e e ,meg. 

Using (15) and (3), we have 
- ( 1/ ,f.)/.~,"'¡: f'l/111' 

e ~ = L e-JIIJ 
m'eg 

wlúch implies 
pmu' 

L~"X = -t/1: In( L e - Jiif ) 
m·ex 

From (1 4) and (15), it follows that 

T"''"' D"'<a,..+t;"> ow:-P,..>'·~ -Jir 
IJ =e' ' ' e • e . 

(10) 

(11) 

( 12) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(13) 

The analysis of (1 O) - (18) leads to the foliowing propositions which emphasize the fact that the 

variational inequality formulation (8) implies both group and mode proportions ( Pt'K ,P;m) of 

demands computed by the hierarcbical logit structure as well as the network equilibrium path choice 
conditions. 
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Proposition 1 (Group and Mode Proportions) 

and 
r,l!nm e- u!j 

p ('lllll = _!1_ = ---"7" 

IJ T .fm .. r.:. '"" -ul'fml' 

IJ L. e " 
m· e~ 

e -!J"' !.~'·' 

-tJf>'J.~' ' e 

-urHJI 

e " 

Proposition 2 (Multinomial Logit Model) 

m e M. 

(19) 

(20) 

lf t/J; = 1(\tg e Gf' ), then we obtain the traditional multinomiallogit structure for purpose p, i.e., 

rrmm - u'""'' 
P""m - '' - e u <~ iJ - T"11 - ----::,.,-::::-., , m E /\•~o 

if L e-"'1 

niEM 

Proposition 3 (Multi-Class Mult i-Mode Equüibrium Conditions) 

{

- f>nlll 

C "m" = -¡..t!i 
r > pt1m 

- J..t¡¡ 

if h f'll/11 >o 
r 'dr p n mE M 

if h,"ll/11 = o ' ' ' ' 
Proof: Conditions (12) and (13) imply the following equilibrium conditions. 

The KKT conditions are also used for the algorithm development It is important to recall the way that 
costs are propagated upward in the h:ierarchicallogit demand structure. We define 

pnm• 

i f'l't: - "'" 1 ( "" _,,,¡ ) (. ") !i - - 'l'g n L.- e · ,V l,J ,p,n,g 
m'G.g 

as group logsum for purpose p, class n and group g (this defmition is particularto the ESTRAUS 
model which inspired this model), where t/J~ is the inclusion coefficient of group g (see Ortuzar and 

pl'"¡f>n!{ 
Willumsen, 1996, pp.219). We define L~"=--1-ln ¿ e- 'ij ,V(i,J), p,n astoplogsumforpurpose 

pf>n g¡;;(il' 

p and class n. The total demands for each p, n may be obtained as the solution ofthe following multi

proportional matríx balancing problem (Combined trip distribution/mode choice model), by noting that 
TI!" = '""'Tf"l: 

IJ L._. y' 
):t;;(iP 

T pn _ /l~"'(al" +f)l -P'"'I.~' 
¡¡ -e e (21) 

"T'"'- O'm '-"' " L. 11 - 1 , v l, p ,n (22) 
j 

L: IJ't = pr, v:¡,p (23) 
11 1 

T pn O w·· 
if > , v ~¡ , p,n (24) 
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which may be easily shown to be equivalent to the following entropy maximization problem: 

max - ~ ~ - 1-T."" (Jn T."" -1) L.... L.... pf'" w· ,.. 
(NI W 

s.t. L T{" = 0/'", 'Vi,p,n 
1 

~ ~TJ"'- D" u· L.... L.... IJ - 1' vj,p 
11 1 

~ ~ T.1"' L"'' - -L"'' w L.... L.... 11 IJ - ' v p, n (25) 

T,j' > O, 'V( i , j), p. n 

where p~· is a constant (unknown) such as total generalizcd cost. and the dual variable associated with 
(25) is set to be l. (This is exactly the trip distribution component ofthe ESTRAUS modeJ.) 

S. A Solution Algoritbm 

In this section, we develop the solution algorithm used to obtain tbe solution of the variational 
inequality (9). We employ a Block Gauss-Seidel method (Equilibration Algorithm) where the network 
equilibrium formuJation for given demands are computed in one block and the trip distribution/mode 
choice computations are computed in the other. The demand matrices for trips that use the velúcle 
network are computed at every successive iteration by using tbe method of successive averages over 
the vehicle flows. The solution algorithm flow chart is shown in the block diagram ofFigure 2. 

Walk: M3 1 

fo(h) : \\ 

1 

auto vehiclcsl \ . 
1-----l~~ Transrt: M

2 ... 

f 

.................... --····-·········-···········--··-····-; 
Network assignment j 

. • Auto assignment l 
·-.::: .. :·····..] • Transit assignment j 

'·· .... 
1 

• Walk assignment 1 
! ............................ _ ............................... ... - ...... .; 

Auto: M 1 

~-------~ ~--------~ 

tixed bus vehicles 
...... -··········-·------.. ·-····--·¡ 
L_~~~~s-~vc n~~agi:~..J + ~~ 

- -..::., .• , Find ncw vehicle volumes 1 J--... 
Logsum computations 

G l'zed C""m ~ d T"''-' • Matrix balancing enera r costs ,, Travcl deman s ,, __.. 
.----......ll:.__ __ _.._ ___ ___, ..,::::::::::::::::..---, • Demand computations 
1 Trip distribution/mode choice ~ - ..._ ___ , 

·--------··- ·-·--, 
! 
i 
! 

i 

Figure 2. Block diagram of Equilibration Algorithm. 
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The network block requires the solution ofthe variational inequality formulation subject to constraints 
(27) to (34) as secn below. Since there are tbree distincl network modes M1, M2 , M3 , one obtains three 
corresponding varialional inequality problems which have equivalent optimiz.ation problems via a 
diagonalization. The network block is hence given by: 

I I I ¿cr111'(h.,T)(h,-h,~):?.O,vhEr>.(T). (26) 
(NI meM IJ rFIIt:"" 

s.t. "' h f'IJ/11 - T.fltlnl ..... ( . ") ¿ , - IJ , v 1J • p,n,m (27) 
r 

h[!''m:?. O, Vp, n,m e M.r e Rf:U",( ij) e W (28) 

where fd = Í: Í: Í: h!!"'"t5ar• V a e A (29) 
' " ' III ~M, ,.,u, 

.fl = L L L hf"""t5¡,, V b eB (30) 
fNI nocM1 rE/11 

/] = L L L hf!"not5nr• V a eA (31) 
p meM, rcll, 

C~'"'" ="' cfN""(/,1 
\Á" V M R~"'"' r ¿ á a JVan p,n.m E ¡, r E lj (32) 

a eA 

e'""'' _"' .f'n"'( rl )s: '-' M R"'"'' ,. - "-.J C¡, J a(h) u br• v p,n,m E z,r E /1 (33) 
h«H 

..... M R'"'m v p,n,m E 3,r E IJ (34) 

The use ofthe nonlinear Jacobi method pemüts to solve the three distinct nctwork modes in sequence. 
First, the auto network problem (35)- (39) is solved as a fixed demand network equilibrium model for 
the network M 1 • 

where 

!"' it msM1 r 

s.t. "' h~"'"' - T.(ltiPI ..... ( . ") M ¿ r - ,1 , v 1) ,p,n,m E 1 
r 

f~ = L L L h,fN""t50 ,., V a e ;l 

pn meAI1 ref/1 

C{."111 
::: I e{,'""'(/; )o ar• V p,n, m E M, ,r e; R(,""' 

neA 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 
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Thus, the transit link costs can be detemlined to compute the transit flows ( 40) - ( 44) with link costs 
cf:"111(f~<">) to compute the corresponding origin-destination costs. 

wbere 

"\' "\' "\' "\' pnm • • ~~ ~ ~C, (h ,T)(.hr- h,)~O,VheO(T). 
(>11 IJ 

s.t. 
mf!M1 r 

""J¡flllnl = 7•fllllll '-'( .. ) "' ~ , 11 , v ij,p,n, m E/vt2 

Jl = L I L hf"""o,,, v beB 
f'" meM2 r<;/11 

C''""' = "\' cP"m(¡;' ) s: 
1' ~ h a(l>) 0 1>,., 

.._, M R'"'m v p,n, m e 2 , r E Y 

heJJ 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

FinaJly, the walk network model may be solved by an "all-or-nothing" assigrunent as the solution of 
( 45) to ( 49). 

(45) 

s.t. " hpnm - T"'1"' \-1( · ") M ~ , - " , v y , p, n, m e 3 (46) 
r 

11,.1111 
..... O \-1 M R"''111 

r c. , vp, n, m E 3, r E d (47) 

where [0
1 = L L Lhf."'111

6a, V a EA (48) 
p meM~ rEII~ 

e"'"" = "\' cpnm .. ~ V M Rf'll"' , ~ " uar• p,n,m E 3,r E 11 (49) 
OGA 

The demand block requires the computation ofthe multi-proportional trip distribution model described 
in the previous sections, which is solved by an adaptation of the two-dimensional balancing method. 

If gl~ = 1 (Vg e G~') and there are no constraints, (2), tben (18) can be expressed as 

.,.,.,, p,.'a~"' _",... 
t iJ =e 1 e ., (50) 

Using (1), (3) and (45), we obtain 

¿,..ar =Of"' ILL L e-~ (5 1) 

With (27) and (51), we bave 

TJ"Im = 0/'"e-";- 'L L L e-"r'. (52) 
¡: m"e¡¡ J 
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We call this case a "single constraint". The logsum costs L';' are computed by straigbtforward matrix 

computations according to tbe formulae stated in the previous section. The Equilibration Algorithm 
which employs the oonlinear Jacobi method for the network blocks and the method of successive 
avcrages to dampen the demand is summarized below. 

¡Equilibration Algorithm! 

Step O (ltútialization): 1 =o. 
Choose on initiaJ demand f 0 (which equals the sum of auto and taxi trips) and compute / ·0 

Step 1 (Computation of generalized costs): 1 = 1 + 1, 

Compute generalized costs C"'""J ,'<:I(p,n,m) based on thc current ¡;} .l, cuU;/.1) and computed 

transit costs c,(/,,1(~ 1 ) . 

Compute logsummatríces u:¡•x and L~',V(i,J),(p, n, g). 

Step 2 (Combined trip distributionlmode choice modcl): 
Carry out multi-proportional balancing (21 )-(24) to obtain Tf'. V( p,n) and 

Compute the 0-D matrix of auto drivers T"'"111 '<:1{ p ,n,m) (using the dual variables from tbe trip 
distribution model). 

Step 3 (Vehicle network equilibrium assignment): 

Compute (35)-(39) for jl1 with T,{'111"V(i,j)( p,n,m e M1) 

Step 4 (Convergence test): 

lf 111'.1- ]1J jjsc (s > O), go to Step 6. 

Step 5 (Method of Successive Averages): 

Compute f 11
+

1 = 11
•
1 (x) + J'i (1 - x ),(x = 11 (1 + 1}) and retw·n to Step l. 

Step 6 (Computation offinal results): compute T{"111
, V(i,J),p,n,m 

Compute final /,/2
, /

1
• 

Compute final c:,uuu, '<:l(i,J),p,n, m. 

6. Computational results (STGO Model) 

This model is implemented with EMMFJ2 and is applied in Santiago, Chile. The model is called 
STGO. And while there are many details, sucb as parameters and equations (required for computation), 
it would serve no purpose to discuss them here. However, we provide the following basic information 
to specify the STGO model. See Table 1 for the STGO base network specification, Figure 3 for the 
network and Table 2 for the travel modes. 
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T bl l STGO b k asenetwor a e 
Supply Modes 12 
Travel Modes 11 
Centroids Demands 26 

zones 4 
Parking 47 
zones 

Classes 13 

Tablc 2. Travel modes 
Travel mode Description 
1 (wk) Walk 
2 (ad) Auto-driver 
3 (ap) Auto-

passenger 
4 (tx) Taxi 

5 (te) Taxi-col 
6 (bs) Bus 

Figure 3 Santiago Network 

spec1 cations 
Regular nades 1091 
Directional links 5606 
Transit lines 1273 

Transit line 45753 
segments 
Trip purposes 3 

Travel mode Description 
7 (mt) 
8 (bm) 
9(dm) 

10 (pm) 

l 1 (tm) 

Metro 
Bus-metro 
Auto-driver-metro 

Auto-passenger-
metro 
Taxi-col-metro 

41~::-!' •:'l.m 
tn,JUIIl,Jft 

uu•n u : .. 
• M \11 JH ... ,.u,. ... _ 

We note that different groups (nests) of travel modes are establishcd according to trip purposes, with 
different parameters. Here the EMME/2 implementation on a PC can efTectively deal with the 
combined modes, such as park and ride (see modes 9 and 1 0). 

The implementaüon has the following features. Transit in-vehicle times depend on the vehicle travel 
time in the vchicle network via transit functions. The generalized costs for transit related travel modes 
depend on the fares, mode specific walk times, in-vehicle times, waiting times and boarding times.The 
generalized costs for vehicle related travel modes depend on vehicle time and distances.The 
interactions between M¡, M 2, M3 are given in Figure 4 where the dash lines imply no interactions 
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implemented and the solid lines mean that there are interactions.In Step 1, the transit related 
generalized costs are computed as done in the ESTRAUS model where five transit assignments are 
performed with each for one transit mode. The corresponding computed components (such as in
vehicle times and fares) are used to compute the generalized costs. In Step 3, the vehicle network 
equilibrium assignment (35)-(39) is perfbrmed as done in the ESTRAUS model with a set of calibrated 
volume delayed functions. On a PC (PII 450, 96M), it took 20 min per iteration. About ten iterations 
are needed to obtain very similar results to that of ESTRAUS, if the initial demand is zero. If we want 
to perforrn a full run for a new scenario, we may only need three to five iterations. 

1 Walk: Nf1 1 

//// .fo(h): '\ ..... . 

.--- ----L'·- --.

1 

auto vehiclesr-

1

_ \ _,_ .. -. ----, 
Auto: M1 · lll>· Trans1t: !vf2 

4 
L----------' 

fixed bus vehicles 

Figure 4. Interactions among the three assignment components. 

The convergence ofthe Equilibration Algorithm for the STGO rnodel is reported in 
Table 3. We see that after about ten iterations, the total demand stabilizes. Figure 5 sbows very similar 
demand totals by mode computed by both the ESTRAUS and STGO models. 

Table 3. Convergence ofthe procedure (30 loops). 

O EMANO LINK VOLUME RELA TIVE 
DIFFERENCE 

LOOPS demand Average dernand Total max.. Average 
relative 
difference 

¡ (percentage) 
1 96.720695 o 3616 1 1 
2 329579.5 94.80645 3962.34545 1 0.999583 
3 321322 49.46157 1853.61218 55.236835 0.46832 
... ... ... ... ... . .. 
9 294608.687 1.113139 874.864257 99.95684 0.222555 
10 294363.687 0.832489 830.680847 89.338211 0.211154 
1 1 294199.062 0.627432 782.620056 95.591217 0. 198988 
12 294104 0.53044 644.677001 77.937889 0.163957 
... ... ... ... . .. .. . 
30 293717.406 0.078193 333.711791 27.862077 0.084849 
31 293736.562 0.05948 307.420928 28.45512 0.078164 
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2fJ:'f:lX1J r . 

o 

Figure 5. Demand totals for each mode between STGO and ESTRAUS. 

T he advantages of using the variatiooal inequality formulation are that it is more flexible and general 
by comparison with the Jirnited optimization formulation. Based on this formuJation, we derived a 
Block Gauss-Seidel method. We have not seen any optimization forrnulations developed so far whicb 
can result in the corresponding equations being used in practice. 
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